Stage Two
French Hussars 1794-1815
Soldiers formed a line, each holding a shield and a sword. They marched to the battlefield, ready for battle.
Stage Five

British Infantry 1815

The first five figures of stage five are devoted to that might be called the 'Garrison' or 'Line' British Infantry. These figures represent a variety of regiments, each distinguished by their uniforms, insignia, and weapons. The figures are designed to give a comprehensive view of the British infantry as they appeared during the Napoleonic Wars.

Foot figures
5/1 Officer black coat
5/2 Private black coat
5/3 Line infantry uniform
5/4 Private blue coat
5/5 Enlisted blue coat

Note: The figures are not to scale and are intended for collection and display purposes. They are not intended for use in historical reenactments.
Stage Nine

Greek 500-300 B.C.
Stage Eleven
Camel Troopers 453-1798
Warriors in History